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What is the meaning of having control over one's own destiny? What is the meaning of independence?

Will Durant in his voluminous writings about civilization for the past 5000 years paints a picture that describes the nations like wild animals in the jungle. If there was any humanity in the relationship of individuals, such humanity and morals were
entirely missing in the relationship of the
nations to each other.
On the contrary, man
used his intellect
and superior thinking
to create the m-
most cruellest forms of torture,
pain and destruction for
other humans. The
greater the suffering
cauised, the More did society reward the
perpetrators and
shower them with honor.
Murder of hundreds
was glorified by a change
of terminology - it wa.
called was to enhance the fatherland or the motherland. The citizens of the nation attacked were deprived of all human rights and legitimately converted to another form of chattel property. The gods were shaped by man to acquiesce and approve such conduct. The entire life style
and role of society was that of oppressor, or super race, and oppressed, or non-human. While the word and the gun achieved the first, the philosophy and propaganda lowered and the victims to the depths of non-animal. It stripped...
all rights and roles
of equal human
being from him.
Animals and humans
were the same.
The theory of evolution
that Man comes
from apes, don't
failed conveniently
with such a set up.
Thus from the earliest
stages of recorded history
until today. In one form or another, such is the drama unfolding itself before one's eyes on the stage of the world.

Once a nation becomes independent and gains power, it abuses and enslaves all weaker groups.
This is true with certain exceptions in the Western democracies, and the State of Israel. All propaganda devices are used to deceive the culprits. When ever propaganda fails, then imprisonment, torture and death are used to quieten the opposition.
It has been estimated that over 50 million Christians were killed in the first world war; over 20 million died in the Second World War; and 29 million in the Second World War. The influence and are of communism is very great in the name of religion. Millions of people were killed on both sides for the cause of communism. The communists killed over 20 million dissenters, while the Western nations killed nearly 60 million.
brilliantly intelligent, and Semitic in their attitude to opposition; who really control the masses.

It is under such circumstances that the Jews who have always been considered an outsider, and at best a second class citizen,
decided to gain independence and have a nation of his own, in order not to be at the mercy of this "Civilized World," especially after this "Civilization." Is it any small wonder that this tiny minority of exploiters of mankind should look any more...
favorably at three
within Jews who
now cast them-
relies in a different
role as controllers
of their own destiny.
Is longer than they
did before?
If anything, what-
ever motivated these
righots to persecute
Jews now has
intensified. If
The Nazis feared that the Jew would awaken the enslaved masses of persecuted that comprise 99% of the world population. Then a free Jew in Israel could definitely accomplish this. This in the real reasons that there exists such
This is one of the motivating reasons for the affiliation to Israel's control over Jerusalem. The nation calls for our prayer and activity. The nation to atone for the purposes on the lands. Israel and Nissan
effective. They slaughtered six million of our brethren. The I.L.O., the creators of the Arab exploiters of their own citizens, as well as the world, is now filling the shoes of the Nazis in their genocide of all Jews indiscriminately, as well as anyone else...
Then there was a group of nations
that the state of Israel had been
a beneficiary of the great tradition
of humanity high in words, deeds,
and Western democracies.

Thus, pay lip service to the ideal of
humanity, but their actions are
circumstantial.

When her survival was at stake during the 1967 war, this
*
practically all, with certain exceptions, petty dictatorships who usurped the seat of the exploiters from certain western powers. They now, with impunity, wreak pain, suffering, enslavement on the citizens within their boundaries. It is no wonder that they
17

Now their venom against a Jewish
state that that
represents equality
and freedom for
all of mankind.
In this world
I speak what
is a moral nature
to do? Send it to
practice absolute
morality in face of all
provocations - turn
Is the other cheek?

This is a formula for suicide. This is the prescription our enemies advise us to make it easier to destroy us.

The Torah advises: When one arises to come to kill you, arise earlier and destroy him using all means and weapons.
of your disposal. There exist no moral impediments to destroy as many of those who plan to kill you or as many of those who help the murderers. When society fails to curb the murderers or to help the victims of the butchers, then such street
who formed much of the voice, and
his qualities as the first
performer of the

theatre, the

unrivalled

narration of the

poetry that

made necessary

the

words of

human

speech for its

existence.
Every philosophy—and there are thousands—has brought new blood letting. Man is a very intolerant animal. He doesn’t argue; he kills the ones who disagree with his interpretation of the finest detail of the world order. Especially since it is justifiable that he and he alone ride in the saddle and the rest...
The Talmud and Rabbinic writings are classic examples of everlasting differences of opinion coexisting as different manifestations of divine truth. By influencing the Jewish who study, the Talmud and the Talmudic literature became the foundation not only of the Jewish people as a whole but also for any of the Jewish people who wished to study.
Bear with the message, and what Israel demands
remains

Forget this lesson

will eventually

happen to friend

friendship to Israel

and what Israel demands remains
and sincerity for them.

Israel must have complete control of Yehudah, Shomron, Gaza and the Galil. It was given by G-d to the Jews. No one in the world least of all the U.N. can dispute this fact. The masses controlled by the dictatorships who form an automatic majority. Every one of these facts to dispute...
In peace in the world. The greatest force of ever to exist. The sooner democracies cease to support this monstrosity, the sooner peace will become a reality.
Antisemitism has the same effect on the antisemites as the cancer cells do for themselves. In both cases, they are self-destructive. When the patient dies, the cancer cells likewise die. When the antisemite destroys his group as a result of his behavior, the antisemitism intends to isolate, segregate, and annihilate. The competition. The fear from the competition is vangnish him by
More conventional and specific methods, the Jewish ideas, product or service are removed from the market place by the injection of lies, distortions, hate and prejudice. Whatever is beneficial from Jewish origin is absorbed by the general population shortcomings exist in the non-Jewish version is of course projected to Jews and of
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Jewish genius in every field of culture and science. Jewish Refugees from Germany developed the Theory and practice of the atomic bomb. Because a country is a democracy does not mean that the cancer of anti-Semitism does not exist. In fact the freedom given in a democracy
enables this venom to spread under the pretense of free speech.

Hitler's hate and lies were spread under the Weimar Republic—a democracy. Hitler was democratically elected by the German people. When Germany was a Monarchy, Jews were protected in every civilization. Manifestation was a
Achieving prosperity for all requires a perspective that recognizes the benefits of trade and cooperative engagement. Development and economic growth are intertwined, with a focus on macroeconomic strategy to ensure balanced growth and stability. Countries may encourage democratic processes and rule of law that promote a sense of community and stability. When such conditions are met, the potential for innovation and prosperity is maximized. It is important to foster a culture of entrepreneurship and teamwork, while also ensuring that the benefits of economic progress are distributed fairly. The role of government is crucial in creating an enabling environment for businesses to thrive. Additionally, investments in education and healthcare are essential for long-term economic development and social progress.
From this vantage point, all thinking people must feel that our leaders need to keep the front in our minds.

Hitlers death was the result of many, some being quite ordinary. Yet, the need for peace and freedom to the world needs to be understood. As Nelson Mandela said, freedom of people is a necessity of the human mind.
My future friends, I must distinguish you from my present friends. I am in a political position of importance. The government who take an interest in me, understand me, and the party, you have given me your friendship, and now I am not convinced of it. My future friends, I must distinguish you from my present friends.
Jewish lives. The lesson of the Second World War is that Jewish fear of arousing anti-Semitism was equally responsible for the paralysis of the Allies to save thousands of Jews from the Nazi hordes. Would they have opposed the paralysis to the public, thousands of Jews could have been saved.
In fact, if Jews do not organize and lobby for their rights they aggressively, they are responsible for any debacle that happens. Anti-Semitism, a hereditary characteristic of Jewish people, paralyzes the spread of their venom. Freedom of speech is an inherent right. Let Jews use this right to defend themselves and outmaneuver all the haters and those who intend to defeat democracy.
This is necessary to do. One of them is to devote a preponderantly Jewish genius for Jewish causes. The Jewish people and the hand of Israel. At least we will not be giving cause to antisemites of competing with them and to figger the animosity of jealousy.
upset the conservative lifestyle of Europe.

Prophets without

Donam by Frederic

V. Grunfeld

demonstrates the

venom that was

triggered in

Europe by Jewish

genius.

On the other hand,

Jews survive only

by Jewish creativity

and individuality.

Therefore Jewish genius

must be elevated.
Another lesson is that Christian Jews should consult Talmudic sources for standards of behavior and ethics. Non-Jewish Jews should learn proper responses from our 3400 year Torah. Non-Jewish institutions and cultures were not formulated to nor developed to enable Jewish survival. They are wonderful for those Non-Jews who developed their culture for their own survival.
Our 3,400 year Torah is specially written and developed for the Jewish Odyssey through our history. Its pages of the written and oral law as summarized in the Shulchan Aruch are to be consulted for guidance on all problems. It is in this sense that the above official question by the Jewish claim and
The Jewish right to settlements of Western and Eastern all of Eretz Yisrael must be based on Jewish sources.

The essay that follows under scores the foundation of this claim.